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The field of educational technology was built on the
positivist, modernist search for a best medium towards universal
communication and the teaching of predetermined behavior and thinking
patterns. Once, this medium was thought to be motion pictures, then
television, then programmed instruction, and today it is hoped that
it will be instructional systems development, intelligent tutoring
systems, and microcomputers. The past emphasis of educational
technology on automated delivery systems favors the biases of the
industrial, scientific, modern era. However, postmodernism is a
philosophic approach that questions all dimensions, including the
positivist, scientific paradigm of linear progress. In the postmodern
context there is no one best way to communicate and to educate. To
realize this is to begin to think as a postmodernist. Postmodern
thinking has entered the mainstream of educational technology theory
and practice. It can no longer be perceived as neutral or as leading
inevitably to progress. The hidden power within educational
technology can influence education, training, curriculum, and people.
Yet it can make a difference through rigorous philosophic thinking,
rethinking, deconstructing and criticizing. In short, educational
technology is becoming postmodern. (15 references) (Author/BB)!)
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Postmodern Educational lechnolggy
By Denis Hlynka and Andrew U. Ireaman4`

Introduction

Postmodernism is a contemporary philoscmhic approach concerned with the multiple and
amtradictoty ways of knowing in this hisiceically postmodern time (Jencks, 1989). As such,
the posunodern conditkm is becoming a significant force in educational technology, especially
when instruction and raining are treated as commodities (Fox, 1991).

Dellnitims

Postmodernism is "post" to the modernity of the industrial age,. To Habermas, modernism is
an incomplete project which relates a culture to its past drough a transit/co from old to new
(1983). Modernity to Lyotard means any scientific or technological activity legitimized by a
grand myth or "metanarrative" (1989). The defining characteristics of modernity seem to be a
faith in science, in the positive benefits of technology, and in the belief xogress is inevitable
and gnod.

Given the above defmition of mockrnism, what is postmodernism? To Habertnas, postmoder-
DiSin is "antimodernism." To Lyotarcl, postmodernism is an "incredulity towards metanarm-
dyes" (mythl*.e social justifications). The defining characteristics of postmodemity are
plurality, ins& double-coding, critique of metanaradves, and recognition that if there are
multiple ways of knowing then there must be multiple tniths.

There is much dissatisfaction with the modernist, positivist, scientific world. Science and
technology had their chance but failed to deliver. They were accompanied by unexpected side
effects. Nuclew energy was to provide clump, clean power and not cause the Chomobyl
disaster. Household cleaners and fuels were to make things better and not create a hole in the
ozone layer. Similarly, ethnocultural groups which had once been defeated and conquered have
re-emerged. As a consequence it is no longer a question of whether my view is more useful
than yours. No longer does "might make right." At the very least, posunodernism confronts
and exposes political overtones within information.

Postmodern Educational lt.chnology

Producing infcanadon is a major economic face that ties postmodern theory to educational
technology. The computerized society discussed in Lyotard's foundational report (1989)
requires a posunodern educational technology. The field of educational technology was built
on the positivist, modernist sarch for a best medium towards universal communication and
the teaching of predetermined behavior and thinking patterns. Once it was thought to be motion
pictures, then television, then programmed instruction, and today it is hoped to be instructional
systems development, intelligent tutoring systems and microcomputers. The past emphasis of
educational echnology on automated deliver), systems favors the biases of the industrial,
scientific, modern era. However, the postmodern is a philosophic approach that questions all
dimensions, including the positivist, scientific paradigm of linear progress. In the postmodern
context there is no one best way to communicate and to educate. To realize this is to begin to
think as a postmodernist.

How to be a Pastmodernist

1. Cmuider concepts, ideas and objects as texts. Textual meanings are open to interpretation.
2. Look for binary oppositions in those texts. Some usual oppositions are goodibad,

progress/tradition, science/myth, lovelhate, man/woman, and truth/fiction.
3. "Deconstruct" the text by showing how the oppositions are not necessarily rue.

1The order of names is alphabetkaL
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Fkot POthenvino
How can a Omar median such as an
ERIC DONA mressent the postmodern?
The Digest gave frames postmodern
educe*** technology kW& tradon.
The unity of tradtional text, one item
folowed by another, must be challenged
here by tadtal kterplay.

Our purpose is to give you a taste of
the postmodern. Your reading should
be an experience kt gokIg beyond con-
trol and predation. On the page yrm see
not one seanless piece of Joint arthored
prose but two cokenns that convey dif-
ference. Does readhg this affect your
reading of that? The visibility of sepa-
rate texts as graphic elements may
bring you to partic4ate in the message.
How do the stories on this sheet of
paper relate to each other? Do you
seek another tale of limp french fries
(Hlynka, 1991) or are your eyes drmvn
to computer screen experiments MX
XX XXX XXXX MOCOCX XXXXX7
Should be left for
your metaphysics? Should that be
INIIIIMIIINIMMe Can
ycu feel the postmodern irreverence for
modernistic oppositiors?

Communication as a convergence of
minds a an ideal seldom reached. What
is remarkable is the agreement that it
happet,s. Often the tektphone meta-
phor of communication breaks apart
and the unified text of authority is re-
vealed as an illusion. Similarly, the
commonsense of the systems approach
to message design may be cerestioned.
Although educational technology ma-
nipulates behavior into performance, it
seeks to manipulate thinidng, too. Why
is there this belief that telling people
something changes what they do, say
and think? Postmodern dilemmas like

2This Digest's parallel structure is intended to be both explanatory and postmodern. Our ideal is for every reader to identify gaps and paradoxes.
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4. Identify tests which are absent, groups who are not represented and omissions, which may
or may trot be deliberate, but we important.

Characteristics in INnamodern Educational 1chaology

I. A belief hi phnalism. Them is no mu best technology of communication in education.
2. An emphasis on criticism rasher than evaluation. Educational technology needs critics to

turn its innovations upside down, backwards and forwards. We need to find dysfunctions
as wen as fanctions.

3. A focus on constantly mthinking and deconstructing our beliefs, tools and technokogy.

Conchal=

Postmodern thinking has entered the minaret= ci echicational technology theory and prac-
tice. Recently 26 major critical writings were smembkd that address the postmodem inter-
pretatkm of ethicsaional technology (Hlynka & Mend, 1991). Eskaakmal exhnology can no
longer be pemeived as neutral or as leading inevitably to progress. 11.T. hidden power within
educsional technology influences education, training. =Warn and people. Yet educatiwal
technology can make a difference through rigorous philosophic thinking, rethinking,
deconstructing awl criticizing. In short, educational technology is becoming posunadern.
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these worse aduaalk3nal teglanoloOsts
to read preset day ptaosophers Itch
as JeW1 itau*Sard. Jaccales Derrlda.
Michal NOON^ 4Urçsn tisimmas end
Jettn-francols Lyotard.

Idantiaid1 eS02
it Is also appmdOely postmockom to
have andsio ostahRtsh bases: Who Is
tieing what to you? WM* the advan-
tages of systematic design we dear to
its advocates, kortniction is not a sci-
ence but is creative and artistic
(Yeaman, 1990). Ts* of sdentific pars-
awn shifts in educational technology
sounds We a suspiciously modernist
metanarrative. in contrast, the
postmodern view swots a humanis-
tic way of knfevkvg with criticism as Its
mode of operation.

The humanities are the major source
of postmodern thought. Consequently
it is in teaching English, lanpages,
literature, social saunas and related
subjects that the largest influence is
felt. The postmodern in the classroom
fits with Illawatory, mical katruction as
csitical peckmogy. Postmodern perspeo-
lives on media and cammmication are
thereby developkv new notabilities for
educational technology to consider. Phi-
losophy, once safely imprisoned In
higher education, hes escaped into our
schools and Valnkig centers.

ThIbheedlna
This essay closes with the self con-
sciousness of author-reader relations.
Looking kito the future, someone may
grnet us like It* at a conference:

"Good to see both of you. I enjoyed
your ElliC Digest on postmodern edu-
cational tedmology.*

"Thank you."
'Tali me, is postmodernism the latest

paraagn for the field or has something
else come alone

One of us makes an Ironic joke about
modernism:

'We we considering a new computer
'model for educational efficiency and
productivity. It shows the square root of
the instructional malarial coveted is pro-
portionate to the sum of the baseline
interactivity and the cagritive architec-
lure. trs based on the early research by
PYthagoras with VA-angled tiangles.0

Everyone loughs (but at afferent
jokes) and the other of us concludes:

liowwer, linear, homogeneous, au-
thoritarian versions of reality are drawkg
postmodern responses known by am-
biguity, multiplicity and imagination.'
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